THE CHARACTERISTIC OF CHANGES IN ROAD TRANSPORT
OF PILA’S REGION IN THE NINETIES

Summary

In the region of Pila’s province (like in the whole of Poland) there were changes in the transport system in the nineties. Among others they embraced the motor transport. Since 1990 two independent Companies of National Motor Transport have been operating in the region, in Pila and Walcz.

Although the number of coach connections increased, the number of carried passengers systematically kept on decreasing. Also the number of carried cargo by PKS (Polish National Coach Service) significantly decreased. A decrease in the employment by about 30% was also observed. After 1990 on the motor market of transport services in the region of Pila’s province a resiliently acting competition appeared (among others „Polski Ekspres” (Polish Express), „Polbus” Warszawa and Orbis Transport Warszawa).
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